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The development of hybrid organic–inorganic nanoparticles is of interest for applications such as drug delivery, DNA and
protein recognition, and medical diagnostics. However, the characterization of such nanoparticles remains a significant
challenge due to the heterogeneous nature of these particles. Here, we report the direct visualization and quantification of
the organic and inorganic components of a lipid-coated silica particle that contains a smaller semiconductor quantum dot.
High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy combined with electron energy loss spectroscopy
was used to determine the thickness and chemical signature of molecular coating layers, the element atomic ratios, and
the exact positions of different elements in single nanoparticles. Moreover, the lipid ratio and lipid phase segregation were
also quantified.

H
ybrid organic/inorganic nanoparticles based on polymers,
inorganic materials and naturally occurring biomolecules
offer a multitude of advantages for nanophotonics, catalysis

and nanomedicine1–4. When used as multifunctional agents for bio-
medical applications, increased biocompatibility5 can be achieved,
and the possibility of integrating different (contrast-generating)
materials in the same unit allows their detection in a multimodal
setting6,7. Examples of nanoconstructs that are simultaneously
detectable by different modalities, such as fluorescent techniques,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography
(PET) and/or X-ray computed tomography (CT) have been suc-
cessfully applied in vivo8–10. Although the inorganic parts of
hybrid nanoparticles can be readily characterized by conventional
electron microscopic techniques, the exact structural arrangement
of the organic molecular components remains largely unknown,
and therefore the exact build-up of a hybrid particle remains unex-
plored11. At best, studies on lipid-based particles have shown the
direct visualization of lipid phase segregation on the nanometre
scale for supported and unsupported giant unilamellar vesicles
(GUVs) using atomic force microscopy12,13, and on the micrometre
scale using coherent anti-stokes Raman scattering microscopy14 and
fluorescent techniques15–17. These techniques are, however, only
capable of visualizing the outer lipid layers of micrometre-
sized particles.

Here, we present the simultaneous visualization and quantifi-
cation of the sub-nanometre morphology of hybrid nanoparticles
consisting of a quantum dot (QD)-containing silica particle
coated by a dense paramagnetic and poly(ethylene glycol)-functio-
nalized lipid monolayer. Previously, we developed this particle
as an efficient and versatile contrast agent for fluorescence
and MR imaging in vitro and in vivo5,18,19. The nanohybrid
synthesis involves three coating steps as shown schematically in
Fig. 1a (see Supplementary Information for synthesis details).

Core–shell–shell CdSe/CdS/Cd0.5ZnS0.5/ZnS QDs are first incor-
porated in a silica shell that is subsequently made hydrophobic by
covalent attachment of the octadecanol hydroxyl groups to the
silica surface. The hydrophobic silica is then coated by a dense mono-
layer of equimolar amounts of paramagnetic gadolinium diethylene
triamine pentaacetic acid di(stearylamide) ((Gd)–DTPA–DSA) and
poly(ethylene glycol)-functionalized 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(poly(ethylene glycol))-2000]
(PEG–DSPE) lipids (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for structure
formulae of the lipids). High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)
electron microscopy images of a hydrophilic QD@SiO2, a
QD@SiO2@octadecane and a QD@SiO2@lipids particle are
shown in Fig. 1b–d, respectively. The HAADF images have a
spatial resolution of 5 Å. The QDs used had an average diameter+
s.d. of 7.0+0.5 nm and the QD@SiO2 particles had a mean size
of 33.6+4.3 nm as determined by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM; Supplementary Fig. S2). No difference was
observed between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic QD@SiO2
particles. After coating with the lipids, many intense spots were
observed around the particles; these had a mean spot diameter of
3.65+0.38 nm.

Imaging of organic and inorganic parts of a nanoparticle
The origin of the abovementioned spots was revealed using an elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectrum imaging approach20–22,
which means that at every pixel of an image a full EELS spectrum
was recorded. From this, element-specific chemical maps were
constructed (a basic schematic of an EELS event is given in
Supplementary Fig. S3)23. In combination with scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM), EELS studies have proven to
be advantageous in the study of biological systems24–27 and have
also unveiled single atoms28–32. Figure 2a displays a HAADF micro-
graph in which the intensity scale has been truncated to enhance the
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visibility of the spots around the QD@SiO2@lipids particles
(which renders the QDs invisible). Figure 2b shows a colour
composite image of chemical maps of the area shown in Fig. 2a.
The colours indicate electrons scattered by gadolinium (red), carbon
(green) and silicon (blue) atoms. The chemical maps display elec-
tron intensities integrated over the N4,5 edge for gadolinium, the
K edge for carbon and the L2,3 edge for silicon. Chemical map acqui-
sition details can be found in the Methods. It follows that the elec-
tron intense spots around the lipid-coated QD@SiO2 nanoparticles
were generated by gadolinium atoms, which were part of the Gd–
DTPA–DSA lipids. Taking probe size convolution effects into
account, which dominate over scattering delocalization effects33,
we estimate the gadolinium spots, appearing as 3.65+0.38 nm, to
be �3.15 nm. Using a surface area of 0.6 nm2 per lipid (refs
34,35) and approximating the gadolinium-rich spots to be circular,
they were estimated to contain �13 Gd–DTPA–DSA lipids each.
This strongly suggests lipid-phase segregation in the lipid layer of
the QD@SiO2@lipids particles. Examination of other elements
revealed a carbon signal at the nanoparticle surface, extending
into the vacuum from the surfaces. Silicon atoms were clearly co-
localized with the silica shell, while the presence of a dense core
of a different material could be deduced from the decreased
silicon signal at their centres. Figure 2c shows the obtained and
matching EELS spectra of the cadmium M4,5, the silicon L2,3, the
carbon K and the gadolinium N4,5 edges. The spectra were obtained
summing over all the pixels of a chemical map. The insets show the
corresponding chemical maps and reveal the presence of cadmium
at the nanoparticle centre, originating from the cadmium-contain-
ing QDs. The silicon spectrum has its main L2,3 edge at 108.0 eV,
which is a 7.5 eV chemical shift compared to elemental silicon.
This is due to the presence of silicon in its oxidized form silica
(SiO2). The carbon spectrum taken on the octadecane and lipid
layer showed that the molecular bonds within the organic molecules
were mostly damaged. Saturated carbon chains should not have a

C¼C p* excitation at 285.5 eV, as observed here, which results
from radiation damage36. However, additional spectral features
were found indicative of the lipid layer such as the C–O s*
(�291.7 eV) and C¼O s* (�304.0 eV) excitations, which allow
for the identification of the carbon as originating from the lipids.

To underpin the effects of electron beam damage on the lipid
layer and the spatial distribution of the lipids in detail, measure-
ments were performed using a liquid-nitrogen-cooled cryo-stage
installed on the same STEM and with varying electron doses.
Figure 3a shows the carbon K EELS spectra of the octadecane and
lipid layers around the QD@SiO2@lipids particles at 150 K as a
function of electron dose. At the low dose of 2 e Å22, the carbon
K ionization edge of the undamaged octadecane and lipid layer is
shown. No peaks are observed between 285 and 288 eV, as expected
for primary saturated lipid chains. The observed peaks at 289 and
2922293 eV originate from C–C and C–O s excitations within
the intact lipids. At doses of 20 and 120 e Å22, a peak appears at
285.5 eV and a shoulder at 288.5 eV. These excitations are ascribed
to the formation of C¼C bonds that allow for p* transitions
(carbon 1s to p*(C¼C) at 285.5 eV and 288.5 eV) due to the physical
removal of hydrogen atoms by electron knock-on damage, particu-
larly from the CH2 groups within the lipid saturated chains. When
increasing the electron dose further, peaks related to the formation
of C¼O bonds in the PEG–lipid chains occur (due to knock-on
damage), first at 291 eV and then at 288 eV, and are attributable
to carbon 1s to p*(C¼O) transitions. At doses at which the
spectrum images and chemical maps in Figs 2, 4 and 5 were
recorded (2 × 105e Å22), the C¼O molecular bonds still give spec-
tral fine structure that allows the distinction between carbon result-
ing from the original lipids and amorphous carbon. The distinction
between the two types of carbon based on their carbon K EELS
spectra is also evident in spectrum images taken at lower electron
doses (600 and 2 × 104e Å22) and spatial resolution as shown in
Supplementary Fig. S4. Although beam damage does thus degrade
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Figure 1 | Overview of the intermediate steps involved in the synthesis of lipid-coated, QD-containing silica nanoparticles. a, In the coating procedure, the

QD-containing silica nanoparticles are first made hydrophobic by covalently attaching octadecane chains to the silica surface. Subsequently, paramagnetic

Gd–DTPA–DSA and poly(ethylene glycol)-containing PEG–DSPE lipids are applied to coat the hydrophobic QD@SiO2 nanoparticles with a monolayer of lipids.

This nanoparticle platform serves as a bio-applicable, multimodal contrast agent for MRI and fluorescent techniques. b, HAADF electron micrograph of a

bare, hydrophilic QD@SiO2 nanoparticle. The QD in the core of the silica nanoparticle is clearly visible. c, The octadecane layer could not be observed in the

HAADF electron micrograph of hydrophobic QD@SiO2@octadecane. d, Electron microscopy HAADF image of QD@SiO2@lipids. Electron-intense white spots

of gadolinium are observed around the nanoparticles with an average spot diameter of 3.65+0.38 nm (number of measurements (n)¼ 200;+indicates s.d.).
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the lipid layer under the conditions needed to perform sub-nano-
metre STEM–EELS spectrum image analysis, it does not prevent
the identification of whether carbon originates from the lipid
layer. Importantly, Fig. 3b shows a HAADF image obtained at
150 K and with an electron dose of 8 e Å22. Owing to the low
applied dose, the electron intense spots in the lipid layer, which
were shown to be gadolinium-rich in Fig. 2b,c, are not easily
observed (left panel). However, when truncating the intensities of
this low-temperature and low-dose HAADF image, the electron
intense spots are clearly visible (right panel; the same HAADF
image with four different intensity truncations can be found in
Supplementary Fig. S5). These spots were also observed in Figs 1
and 2, recorded at high dose and without the cryo-stage, which
implies that the gadolinium-rich domains are a real feature of the
QD@SiO2@lipids nanoparticles. No spatial redistribution of the
lipids within the lipid layer can be observed as a result of the
high-intensity electron beam. It is therefore likely that the lipid-
layer elemental composition is not significantly altered, and there-
fore an advanced and detailed characterization of the hybrid inorga-
nic/organic nanoparticles is feasible with the STEM–EELS
spectrum imaging approach.

Analysing the nanoparticle build-up
Figure 4a–c presents colour composite maps of QD@SiO2,
QD@SiO2@octadecane and QD@SiO2@lipids particles. Analysis
of the carbon signal during the different steps of the nanoparticle
synthesis is particularly interesting. For the bare QD@SiO2 nano-
particles in Fig. 4a almost no carbon was detected. Figure 4b
reveals a much stronger carbon signal, indicating that the octade-
cane coating was applied efficiently, whereas Fig. 4c shows a
spatially extended carbon signal originating from the lipid coating,
as well as the presence of gadolinium atoms. Chemical maps thus
allow us to visualize the different coating steps involved in the prep-
aration of these hybrid lipid–inorganic nanoparticles. Moreover,
quantitative element analysis gives insight into the element spatial
distribution and the particle dimensions. Figure 4d–f displays
such distributions along the indicated lines in Fig. 4a–c. The
element line profiles were quantified relative to the maximum
amount of silicon found along the line (which was set to unity)
and thus represent atomic ratios (see Methods for the quantification
procedure). In Fig. 4d, only a weak and randomly distributed carbon
signal is again observed for the uncoated particles. As well as the
strong increase in the detected amount of carbon for the
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Figure 2 | Spatially resolved element analysis of the hybrid QD@SiO2@lipids nanoparticles. a, HAADF image of the lipid-coated QD@SiO2 nanoparticles.

b, Composite colour map showing the location of different elements for the region in a. Red, blue and green indicate gadolinium, silicon and carbon atoms,

respectively. The colour map is made by merging three chemical maps that only contain electron intensities due to inelastic scattering of the source electrons

with the gadolinium N4,5, the silicon L2,3 and the carbon K core electrons. The green area in the bottom left corner represents carbon originating from the

polymer film of the holey carbon electron microscopy grid. c, EELS of the cadmium M4,5, the silicon L2,3, the carbon K and the gadolinium N4,5 edges.

The spectra were obtained by averaging the spectra of the regions indicated in the chemical maps that are shown as insets. The coloured chemical maps

show only electron intensities correlating to the abundance of the indicated specific element. The intensity (I) is given in arbitrary units (a.u.).
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QD@SiO2@octadecane particle in Fig. 4e, we also observed an
expected twofold increase (1:1.9) in the integrated carbon intensity
between two silica particles compared to the free-lying side of the
particle. This confirms that the detected carbon signal is quantitative
and indeed originates from the octadecane layers of two
particles. Furthermore, the mean distance between adjacent
QD@SiO2@octadecane particles in a set of HAADF images was
measured to be 1.0+0.2 nm and the average carbon layer thickness
2.4+0.4 nm. This observation, together with the measured
doubling of the amount of carbon between two particles, leads to
the conclusion that the octadecane chains had interpenetrated
between the two particles. After applying the monolayer of lipids,
we observe a strong increase in carbon signal for the resulting
QD@SiO2@lipids particles as shown in Fig. 4f. The gadolinium
content was observed to peak just beyond the highest carbon
signal. This result can be explained in terms of length differences
between the Gd–DTPA–DSA and PEG–DSPE lipids. The gadoli-
nium atoms are chelated in a DTPA complex at the end of two satu-
rated hydrocarbon chains of the Gd–DTPA–DSA lipids. Until the
point at which the shorter lipid ends (Gd–DTPA–DSA), a close-

packed layer of hydrocarbon chains of both lipids is expected;
moving further away from the silica surface reveals the presence
of just one of the lipids, that is, the PEG–DSPE lipids. The gadoli-
nium peak is therefore expected to be found directly after the
maximum carbon density. Furthermore, cadmium and gadolinium
were, as expected, less abundant than carbon and silicon. It should
also be noted that more carbon and gadolinium were detected at the
outer rims of the two-dimensional nanoparticle projections than in
the centre of the particles (Fig. 4e,f ). There are two main causes of
this. First, more octadecane molecules and lipids are encountered
by electrons travelling adjacent to the inorganic particle cores than
by electrons travelling through them. Second, the attenuation of
electron intensity through the electron-dense QD@SiO2 part is
greater than in organic parts of the nanohybrids. Figure 4g presents
histograms of the measured lipid layer thickness above the holes and
above the polymer film of the holey carbon grids. In vacuum (above
the holes), the average lipid layer thickness was 8.0+2.4 nm, and on
the carbon film a mean thickness of 19.4+3.8 nm was found. The
lipid layer therefore tends to spread over the flat polymer film, as
shown by the gadolinium traces observed around the silica particles
in the inset of Fig. 4g and in Supplementary Fig. S6, so only lipid-
coated particles present in holes of the microscopy grids were
studied here. Figure 4h shows the carbon K spectra for the
QD@SiO2, QD@SiO2@octadecane and QD@SiO2@lipids particles,
and a reference spectrum of amorphous carbon. For the bare
QD@SiO2 nanoparticles the spectrum was of very weak intensity
and little carbon was therefore present. Furthermore, the detected
carbon did not result from carbon contamination because no p*
excitation of unsaturated C¼C bonds was observed at 285.5 eV
and the carbon fine structure was stable under the electron beam.
The sharp peak at 288 eV is characteristic of a C¼O (p*) excitation
and may result from some unreacted ethyl orthosilicate groups
(–Si–O–CH2–CH3; the silica precursor) within the silica. The
carbon spectrum acquired on the QD@SiO2@octadecane nanopar-
ticles showed a strong s* contribution above 290 eV, revealing the
presence of various C–C and C–H bonds, whereas the weak p*
shoulder at 287 eV results from the formation of unsaturated
C¼C bonds in a hydrogenated environment (transition from
carbon 1s to p*(C¼C))

37,38. As discussed previously, the lipid
layer around the lipid-coated QD@SiO2 particles is significantly
damaged by the electron beam, but some C–O s* and C¼O
s* excitations indicative of the lipid layer are observed. Also the
C¼C p* excitation is measured at a higher energy than the
well-defined C¼C p* excitation of amorphous carbon (285.5 eV)
due to the hydrogenated environment.

Element ratio determination on the single-particle level
The strength of EELS for quantifying the composition of hybrid
nanoparticles composed of inorganic and naturally occurring mol-
ecules is fully illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5a, all elements in the
QD@SiO2@lipids are quantified over relevantly large areas. Again,
the element molar ratios are relative to the amount of silicon,
which was set to one. Integrating the signals under the quantified
element maps in Fig. 5a gave molar ratios of 100/272/1.4/4.1 for
silicon/carbon/cadmium/gadolinium in the hybrid nanoparticle.
These ratios are in line with the 100/192/0.4/0.7 ratios estimated
from a theoretical model (see Supplementary Information for
model details). For the QD@SiO2 and QD@SiO2@octadecane nano-
particles, the molar ratios for silicon/carbon/cadmium were found
to be 100/8.7/1.7 and 100/89/1.0, respectively (quantified maps
not shown), which again approximate the theoretical estimated
ratios of 100/74/0.4 in case of the QD@SiO2@octadecane particles.
The experimentally observed 3.1-fold carbon increase after lipid
coating comes close to the 2.6-fold increase that was predicted.
Further analysis of the QD@SiO2@lipids revealed that the gadoli-
nium signal was much higher at local spots between particles than
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at the free sides of particles. This result suggests that multiple lipid
layers were confined in the small spaces between adjacent silica
spheres, which is an important indication that single silica
spheres, and not multiple spheres, are enveloped in a lipid layer
(further evidence of this can be found in HAADF images in
Supplementary Fig. S7). In Fig. 5b,c, STEM–HAADF was used to
estimate the Gd–DTPA–DSA:PEG–DSPE lipid ratio. Figure 5b
shows a HAADF image of a lipid layer between three QD@SiO2 par-
ticles. The colour-coded rectangle indicates a region where the lipid
layer was relatively flat. A histogram of pixel intensities in this region
can be found in Fig. 5c. The histogram shows two main
contributions, one that is assumed to be a result of the low elec-
tron-intense PEG–lipids only and one that is ascribed to the high
electron-intense Gd–lipids. By choosing a cut-off value between
these peaks, PEG–lipid (,1,500 counts) and Gd–lipid (.1,500
counts) map were constructed, as shown in Fig. 5b. After integrating
the pixel histogram below and above this value, as visualized in
Fig. 5c, the molar Gd–DTPA–DSA:PEG–DSPE lipid ratio was esti-
mated to be 0.34:0.66. This estimation is thus lower than the 0.5:0.5

molar ratio applied in the synthesis, which strongly suggests that the
actual lipid ratio in the lipid layer around the QD@SiO2 particles
does not only depend on the applied lipid ratio.

Conclusions
These results demonstrate that STEM–HAADF measurements, in
combination with EELS, are capable of the simultaneous visualiza-
tion of both the inorganic and organic parts of a hybrid inorganic/
organic nanoparticle with sub-nanometre resolution. The reported
experiments give a deep qualitative insight into the morphology
of the hybrid nanoparticles in their final form, as well as during
the different steps of their synthesis. It thus reveals detailed infor-
mation on the nanoparticle build-up or architecture, which is other-
wise inaccessible. In addition, STEM–EELS allows for quantification
of such nanohybrids on the single-particle level. The rich quantitat-
ive information that is obtained in this study is threefold. First, the
molecular signature, relative amount and spatial extension of the
carbon-containing layers were determined. Second, the Gd–lipid
position and the number of gadolinium atoms in lipid patches at
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Figure 4 | Visualization, quantification and molecular characterization of the different steps involved in the synthesis of QD@SiO2@lipid nanoparticles.

a, Composite colour image of three chemical maps of hydrophilic QD@SiO2 nanoparticles. In panels a–c: grey pixels, cadmium; blue, silicon; green, carbon;

red, gadolinium. b, Merged chemical maps of a QD@SiO2 nanoparticle after it has been coated with octadecane. c, Colour map of QD@SiO2@lipid

nanoparticles. Cadmium atoms are not shown. The green carbon area in the bottom-left corner originates from the polymer film of the holey carbon electron

microscopy grid. d–f, Relative abundance of the different elements among the indicated rectangles in a–c for QD@SiO2 (d), QD@SiO2@octadecane (e) and

QD@SiO2@lipids (f) nanoparticles. The key to traces in f applies also to d and e. The maximal detected amount of silicon is set to one and used to scale the

relative abundance of the other elements. More carbon is observed after application of the octadecane (e) and the lipid coating (f), respectively. For the

QD@SiO2@octadecane particles, the carbon signal is twice as low at a free-standing side of the nanoparticle than where it lies adjacent to another particle.

For QD@SiO2@lipid particles, the carbon signal extends furthest from the silica surface and the gadolinium atoms are observed just after the carbon peak in

accordance with the model. Note that the gadolinium signal is multiplied by a factor of four in f to enhance the visibility of its position in the lipid layer (the

cadmium signal is multiplied by two to enhance its visibility in d and e). The dashed lines serve to visualize the position of the gadolinium atoms with

respect to the maximum carbon density. g, Histograms of the lipid layer thickness of QD@SiO2@lipids nanoparticles above the holes (brown) and on the

polymer film (dark cyan) of holey carbon grids. h, Carbon K edge spectra of the QD@SiO2 (black), QD@SiO2@octadecane (orange), QD@SiO2@lipids

(violet) particles and a reference amorphous carbon spectrum (pink). The QD@SiO2@lipids show the presence of C–O s* and C¼O s* excitations and

confirm the presence of the lipids.
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the surface of the nanoparticles were revealed. Moreover, in the final
experiments the relative atomic silicon/carbon/cadmium/gadoli-
nium ratios and the lipid ratios in the lipid layer of the hybrid nano-
particles were estimated.

Hybrid bio-nanoconstructs, such as the one presented here, are
becoming increasingly important in many scientific disciplines,
including nanomedicine. The chemical identification and quantifi-
cation of such materials with sub-nanometre resolution is a
welcome addition to the nanohybrid characterization toolbox. For
the development of, for example, nanoparticulate contrast agents,
the full characterization of particle composition will be crucial in
establishing successful applications. Advanced developments in
STEM–EELS, such as single atom detection using low accelerating
voltages32, sub-ångstrom resolution39,40, chemical bond mapping41,
tomographic42 and femtosecond-resolved43 imaging may revolutio-
nize the way we regard hybrid nanoparticles in days to come.
Overall, we envision that this characterization tool can lead to an
important understanding of a wide variety of complex hybrid
organic/inorganic nanostructures.

Methods
STEM. The VG-HB501 STEM was equipped with a tungsten cold field-emission
gun working at 100 keV. The beam convergence half angle was set to 7.5 mrad. This
corresponds to the formation of the smallest possible electron probe (5 Å in
diameter) at the sample surface with a current of �0.1 nA. The half angle of
collection was limited to 24 mrad for chemical mapping and to 12 mrad for carbon
K fine structure analysis, where higher energy resolution is required. The post-
column Gatan 666 parallel spectrometer44 was operated with a dispersion of 0.5 and
0.2 eV per channel for chemical and carbon K-edge analysis. EELS spectra were
recorded with a two-dimensional back-illuminated charge-coupled device camera
(1,340 × 100 pixels) with a low read-out noise of three counts r.m.s. and a negligible
dark count noise. The initial energy resolution of the electron beam was �0.3 eV.
Experiments were carried out at room temperature if not stated otherwise.

EELS acquisition and processing. The data were acquired in the so-called spectrum
imaging mode. The sub-nanometre probe was rastered in two-dimensions over the

sample, and a whole EELS spectrum in the core-loss region (70–570 eV) was
acquired at each position of the probe. The dwell time was set between 50 and
300 ms per spectrum and a charge-coupled device binning of 1 × 100 was used. The
binning conditions were chosen as a compromise between a substantial signal-to-
noise ratio and a reasonable acquisition time per spectrum image (with the present
conditions, the acquisition time was a few minutes for 32 × 32 two-dimensional
spectrum images) to avoid major sample drift during the scan of the focused
electron beam and to reduce radiation damage or contamination effects. For fine
structure analysis of the carbon K-edge, the samples were maintained at 150 K by
liquid-nitrogen cooling. The samples were not exposed to electrons before image or
EELS acquisition, which was made possible by a fast blanking system before the
sample. Electron doses ranging from 2 to 2 × 105 e A22 were applied in the
acquisition of several carbon 1s EELS spectra. Otherwise, typical doses of
respectively 5 × 102 and 2 × 105 e A22 were used to record the presented HAADF
and spectrum images. Post-acquisition processing of the acquired data was carried
out using DigitalMicrograph software. Chemical maps were made by integrating
electron intensities of ionization edges, while correcting for the material-unspecific
inelastic scattering background. The spectral images were normally calibrated to the
SiO2 L2,3 edge at 108.0 eV and the carbon signal at 285 eV. A typical energy range
(DE) of �15 eV was used from between 22 and þ13 eV with respect to the
determined edges. These edges were determined to be 108.0, 140.0 and 285.0 eV for
silicon, gadolinium and carbon, respectively. For the weak cadmium M4,5 edge,
DE ≈ 90 eV, starting at 405 eV. Electron energy spectra were obtained by performing
a threshold operation on a chemical map and summing over all remaining pixels of
the chemical map before being corrected for spectra taken in vacuum. Quantification
of line profiles and full spectral images was carried out by correcting for the
edge-specific partial inelastic scattering cross-sections, which were determined using
a Hartree–Slater model included in the DigitalMicrograph software45. Using this, the
number of atoms of a specific element relative to another element may be
determined using equation (1) (ref. 33):

NA
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IA
CL
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( )

IB
CL
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( ) ∗
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CL
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( )
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CL
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( ) (1)

where NA indicates N atoms of element A per unit area. I CL
A (b,D) is the

integrated intensity of a core-loss (CL) event from the energy up to energy D,
for electrons scattered under an angle 0 to b (the EELS spectrometer collection
semiangle) and sCL

A (b,D) is the partial inelastic scattering cross-section
dependent on b and D.
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Figure 5 | Full-field, relative quantification of the different elements in the hybrid lipid-coated QD@SiO2 nanoparticles and of the lipid ratio in the lipid

layer. a, Quantitative element maps of the QD@SiO2@lipid nanoparticles indicating the location (x- and y-axes) and relative amounts (z-axis) of cadmium,

silicon, carbon and gadolinium atoms. The relative quantity (RQ) of carbon atoms was downscaled by a factor of four to enhance the visibility of the

quantitative cadmium and gadolinium signals. The scale bar in the cadmium panel indicates 20 nm and applies to all panels. The light-shaded area in the

cadmium panel indicates the region over which the element molar ratios were determined. The arrows in the gadolinium map indicate very high gadolinium

concentrations between QD@SiO2@lipids nanoparticles and hint at compression of lipid layers between individual QD@SiO2 spheres. b, A HAADF image of

a lipid layer between three QD@SiO2 spheres. The colour-coded region indicates a region were the lipid layer is relatively flat. This region is used to estimate

the Gd–DTPA–DSA and PEG–DSPE lipid molar ratio. c, Histogram of the pixel intensities in the colour-coded region of b. Two contributions are predominantly

observed. Low-intensity pixels belong to the PEG–DSPE lipids (green area) and high-intensity pixels are ascribed to the electron-intense Gd–DTPA–DSA lipids

(red area). Selecting a cut-off value between the two contributions in the histogram enables lipid-specific maps to be made (,1,500¼ PEG–lipids; .1,500¼

Gd–lipids) as shown in b and allows an estimate of the Gd–lipid:PEG–lipid ratio of 0.34:0.66.
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